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Introduction

Production Test Suite (PTS) is the environment designed for the functionality tests of boards at the
manufacturing site, right after production. It assures that boards comply with a minimum set of
quality rules in terms of soldering, mounting and PCB fabrication process.
The PTS is housed in a 19’’rack, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Front and Rear views of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO PTS

The main hardware elements of the PTS are: a VME crate, a laptop and a set of accessories useful for
testing.

Figure 2: PTS main elements

When the PTS system is first plugged into mains, the VME crate will be powered on; the crate will
switch off automatically at step 7 of the “Testing Procedure”.
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Testing of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO takes place in a dedicated VME slot of the PTS crate. The PTS for CONV‐
TTL‐BLO can test one CONV‐TTL‐BLO board at a time.
The PTS laptop hosts the software which provides the automated testing procedure that minimizes
the number of interactions an operator has to perform.

Figure 3: PTS Testing Accessories

Accessories for use with PTS are stored in the accessories drawer and are shown in Figure 3. The
operator needs to scan the board’s barcode(s), connect the provided accessories (cables and SFP
adapters shown in Figure 3), plug the board into the VME slot and run the test software.
At the end of each test the operator receives a PASS/FAIL notification. In case of a FAILED board,
information is provided on the failing components. All test results are automatically saved to the
provided USB key.
For a failed board, the test can only be repeated one more time. If a board fails twice, please report to
the CERN responsible.
You will also receive a set of ESD boxes for storing the cards after their tests. Cards that PASS the test
should be placed in their own box at the end of the testing procedure.
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CONV‐TTL‐BLO Board
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The TTL to blocking converter board, CONV‐TTL‐BLO (EDA‐02446) provides an interface to the VME64x
backplane and cable connectors on the front panel. The following figure shows different views of the
board.

Figure 4: Front, top and bottom views of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO board

The CONV‐TTL‐BLO provides FPGA logic, power supplies, memories, clocking resources and circuitry
necessary for generating TTL and blocking pulses.

Figure 5: Block diagram of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO board
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The following figure shows in detail the location of the components of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO tested by
PTS.

Figure 6: CONV‐TTL‐BLO main components
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Buffer for I2C communication and other VME signals (IC30)
FPGA (IC14)
Flash memory (IC20) that stores the configuration data of the FPGA
On‐board switches
Clock circuitry, including PLL (IC13), oscillators (OSC1, OSC3) and DACs (IC17, IC18)
Xilinx JTAG cable connector (J13)
Thermometer chip (IC12)
SFP connector (J1)
Bicolor status LEDs (LD1‐3) and driver (IC1)
Output buffer for TTL and INV‐TTL outputs (IC2, IC3)
Output buffer for blocking outputs (IC4)
Input Schmitt trigger buffers for TTL and INV‐TTL inputs (IC6, IC11), Schmitt trigger drivers for pulse LEDs (IC5) and
enabling NAND gate (IC10)
Blocking output circuitry
Schmitt trigger inputs for blocking inputs (IC16) and RTM detection lines (IC28) and drivers for rear‐panel pulse
LEDs (IC21)
Blocking pulse input circuitry (incl. IC22‐27)
Power supplies for FPGA logic and blocking pulse generation
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PTS Software

Dedicated software running on the PTS laptop provides the automated test environment. The laptop
communicates with the VME crate SysMon, which in turn communicates with the CONV‐TTL‐BLO
under test.

Telnet

Laptop

I 2C

VME Crate SysMon

Conv‐TTL‐Blo

Figure 7: Communication between the different parts of the PTS

The software automatically initiates a sequence of eight tests. A CONV‐TTL‐BLO board is considered
“PASSED” if it has successfully “PASSED” all eight tests. Table 1 lists the different tests. Each test
verifies the functionality of different components and connections on the board. If a test fails the
software continues with the following tests and the user is informed at the end of all the failing parts.
An exception from this is Test 08, which does not run if any of the previous tests have failed.
Log files containing all information about the testing of a board are automatically generated by the
software and saved to the USB key. For each PTS run a .log and an .inf file are generated; the
filenames are given by the combination of the board’s barcode with the date and time of testing. Log
files are shorter versions of .inf files. The USB key can be retrieved when the laptop is switched off by
unplugging it from the USB extender in the accessories drawer.
Table 1: List of tests

Test
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Short Description

Operator's Intervention

DACs and PLLs
LEDs
TTL pulse repetition and
switches
Blocking pulse repetition and
RTM interface
Thermometer and ID
SFP EEPROM
SFP, FPGA MGTX
Flash & release firmware
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NO
Inspect LEDs when prompted
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
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Testing Procedure
1) Switch ON or unlock the PTS laptop.
Log in with the user conv‐ttl‐blo; the password is pts‐user.
Note that the laptop may remain switched ON during the testing of
several boards.

2) Place the ESD strap on your wrist.

3) Put a small barcode sticker on the bottom side of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO
under test, at the position indicated in red.

4) Set switch SW2.4 to the ON (TTL) position.
Make sure all other switches are in the OFF position.

5) Make the TTL daisy‐chain:



Connect a long LEMO cable from INV‐TTL channel D output to
channel 1 input
Connect short LEMO cables from CH1 output to CH2 input, CH2
output to CH3 input, etc., until the input of INV‐TTL channel D

6) Plug the SFP loopback adapter on the front panel SFP connector.
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7) Click on the Run CONV‐TTL‐BLO PTS icon on the top left of the laptop
screen to launch the application.
The PTS main window will appear. If the VME crate is on the
software will automatically switch it off.

8) The PTS main window prompts you to scan the two barcodes if the
board. Use the barcode reader placed in the accessories drawer.
Scan or type in the first barcode, then press enter to continue.
Note that the second barcode is optional, it may be used by the
manufacturers for their own numbering. If there is no second
barcode, press enter to continue.

9) Place the CONV‐TTL‐BLO on the VME rails of VME slot 3, without
engaging it all the way.
Plug the Xilinx cable on the Xilinx connector of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO.

10) Engage the CONV‐TTL‐BLO board all the way in the VME crate and
press the front panel handles until they make a click noise.
Note that to plug in the board correctly you should first have the
handles pointing to the outside; as soon as you reach the backplane
you should push the handles towards the inside until the red buttons
click.
11) Type ok on the PTS main window.
The VME crate is switched on and the software starts performing
the testing of the board.

12) Approximately 20 seconds later the interactive JPTS window
appears on the right side of the PTS main window; the JPTS
window will offer information on the progress of the testing.
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13) After about 30 seconds, the JPTS window prompts to
confirm the blinking of the front panel pulse LEDs.

CH D

CH C

CH B

CH A

CH6

CH5

CH4

CH3

CH2

CH1

You need to visually inspect the ten LEDs for approx. 5
seconds and confirm that they blink in sequence.

14) The JPTS window prompts you to confirm the blinking of
the front panel status LEDs.
You need to visually inspect the twelve front panel LEDs
for approx. 15 seconds and confirm that they all blink in
sequence, first in green, then in red.
After the inspection, type yes/no and enter.
15) Testing will proceed automatically and should take approx. one
minute.
You may now proceed to prepare the next board for testing (steps 3
through 6)

16) If all tests have passed, the software will automatically download
the release firmware to the FPGA, power‐cycle the VME crate and
test for the presence of this firmware. New windows will open
when the firmware is downloaded.
This test will take approximately 4 minutes to complete.
If one or more tests fail, this step is skipped.
17) To get the expanded view of the errors type ok when prompted.
In case of a PASSED board, no errors will appear.
In case of a FAILED board the errors associated with the failing test
and component will be listed.

18) You may now unplug the board from the VME crate and type ok
and enter, as prompted. The PTS main window will then close.
If you want to consult again the results of the last testing, you may
click on the Desktop icons Show Inf or Show Log.
In case of a FAILED board, the test should be repeated two more
times. If a board fails twice, please report to the CERN responsible.
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19) Pick the large barcode with the same identifier as the small
barcode you placed earlier on the board and put it on the card’s
box in the marked position.

20) Put the CONV‐TTL‐BLO board in an ESD‐proof bag and place it in the
box.
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Common Causes of Test Failure
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Once testing has finished, all the errors that may have appeared are listed on the PTS main window.
The .log and .inf files, which can be consulted by clicking on the corresponding desktop icons, contain
all the details of the testing. The error messages are in principle self‐explanatory giving clear
information on the failing component/connection, however for more insight into the testing
procedure and the common causes of failure, the following sections can be consulted.

Common errors

Figure 8: Possible faulty components when general errors are thrown



vv_read: No reply from register at address: 0x000 – before running each test, the software
checks an FPGA register for a specific identification string. This message is printed before the
start of each test in case of error. If the error appears:
o check that the board is correctly plugged into the VME crate
o check that the Xilinx JTAG cable is correctly plugged into the on‐board JTAG connector
(J13)
o check that the power switch on the VME crate is turned on
o check the I2C buffer circuit (IC30)
o check the FPGA logic power supply (IC31)
o check the FPGA (IC14)
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Test 01: DACs, Oscillators & PLL test
This test checks the DACs (IC17 and IC18), VCXOs (OSC1 and OSC3) and the PLL chip (IC13).

Figure 9: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Test 01

The following figure shows the relationship between the DACs, VCXOs and PLLs: DAC IC17 controls the
operation of the 20MHz VCXO OSC3 oscillator and DAC IC18 controls the 25MHz VCXO OSC1 which in
turn controls the IC13 PLL.
DAC configuration and control

DAC IC17

20 MHz

OSC3

FPGA
DAC IC18

OSC1

PLL IC13

125 MHz

DAC configuration and control

Figure 10: CONV‐TTL‐BLO connections between DACs, VCXOs, PLL and the FPGA

The FPGA configures the DACs and evaluates the generated clocks. The higher the value sent to the
DACs, the faster the clocks should appear.
In case of failure, check:
‐ the DAC IC17, VCXO OSC3, DAC IC18, VCXO OSC1, PLL IC13 and their connections to the FPGA
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Test 02: LED test
This test checks the front panel status LEDs and associated transceiver (IC1), along with channel LEDs
and associated drivers (IC5).
For this test the operator’s intervention is needed; when prompted, the operator should visually
inspect the LEDs.

Figure 11: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Test 02

The FPGA first blinks the channel LEDs in sequence and waits for input from the operator. Then, the
status LEDs are sequentially blinked in red and green colors.
In case of failure, check:
‐ the channel LEDs or their driver (IC5)
‐ the status LEDs or the transceiver (IC1)
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Test 03: TTL pulse repetition and switches test
This test checks the on‐board switches and pulse repetition circuitry: bus buffers (IC2, IC3), NAND gate
(IC10), Schmitt trigger buffers (IC6, IC10).
For this test, the provided LEMO connectors have to be daisy‐chained from one channel to the other,
as outlined in step 6 of the test procedure.

Figure 12: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Test 03

The FPGA generates pulses on the first TTL channel on the board. These pulses are replicated through
the daisy‐chain from one channel to the next. The test program communicates to the FPGA and checks
that all channels have received the correct number of pulses.
The state of the switch lines is checked for proper values.
In case of failure, check:
‐ the channel daisy‐chain
‐ the enabling NAND gate (IC10)
‐ the buffer circuits (IC2, IC3)
‐ the Schmitt trigger buffers (IC6, IC11)
‐ that the switches are set in the right position (see step 4 in the test procedure) and that they
are soldered correctly
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Test 04: Blocking pulse repetition and RTM interface test
This test checks the blocking input and output circuitry, the rear panel LED lines and RTM detection
lines.

Figure 13: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Test 04

This test checks the connections between the FPGA and the blocking input and output circuitry and
generation of minimum 20V on the blocking outputs. The pulse LED lines on the P2 connector and
RTM detection lines are also checked here.
Note that this test uses a VME backplane test board that should already be fixed to the proper slot on
reception of the system.
In case of failure, check:
‐ the connections between the FPGA and the blocking input or output stage
‐ the blocking input optocouplers (IC22‐IC27)
‐ the blocking input Schmitt trigger buffers (IC16)
‐ the blocking output buffer IC (IC4) or enabling NAND gate (IC10)
‐ the blocking power supply circuitry (IC32) and the blocking power supply reset circuit (IC29)
‐ the blocking output circuitry for soldering errors (see connection diagram in Table 2)
‐ the pulse LED driver (IC21) and RTM detection Schmitt trigger buffer (IC28)

The most common errors that can occur under the blocking pulse tests are that the number of pulses
sent out of one channel is different than what is expected. If that is the case, based on the channel
that receives the unexpected number of pulses, check the channels according to the connection
diagram below (Table 2) to find the error.
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Table 2: Blocking pulse test connection diagram

Inputs to
CH1
CH2
CH3
CH4
CH5
CH6

Outputs from
CH1
CH2
CH3
CH4
CH5
CH6
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CH6
CH1
CH2
CH3
CH4
CH5

CH5
CH6
CH1
CH2
CH3
CH4

Test 05: Thermometer and ID circuit test
This test checks the DS18B20 thermometer chip (IC12).

Figure 14: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Test 05

The FPGA communicates with the DS18B20 chip to retrieve its temperature measurement and ID.
In case of failure, check:
‐ the thermometer chip (IC12)
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Test 06: SFP EEPROM test
This test checks the SFP EEPROM identifier.
For this test the SFP loopback adapter module needs to be plugged on the SFP connector.

Figure 15: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Test 06

The FPGA communicates with the SFP EEPROM to retrieve its ID.
In case of failure, check:
‐ that the loopback adapter is properly plugged into the SFP port
‐ the SFP connector and its connections to the FPGA
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Test 07: SFP and FPGA MGTX test
This test checks the SFP and Gigabit links on the CONV‐TTL‐BLO board.
For this test the SFP loopback adapter module needs to be plugged on the SFP connector.

Figure 16: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Tests 07

In case of failure, check:
‐ that the loopback adapter is properly plugged into the SFP port
‐ the FPGA MGTX ports
‐ the SFP connector
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Test 08: Flash & release firmware
This test checks the M25P32 flash memory (IC20) and basic FPGA release functionality.
This test is performed only if the other tests have passed.

Figure 17: CONV‐TTL‐BLO components tested by Test 08

The flash memory (IC20) is loaded with the FPGA release firmware via the Xilinx cable. Then the power
supply of the board is automatically switched‐off to verify the flash non‐volatility. Upon switching‐on,
the FPGA (IC14) is configured via the flash memory’s SPI interface. Finally, basic functionality of the
release firmware is tested.
In case of failure, check:
‐ the flash memory (IC20) and its connections to the FPGA
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Annex
Expert Tools

The CONV‐TTL‐BLO PTS software environment offers a set of Expert tools. In principle you will not
need to interact with any of the tools, unless specifically asked by the CERN responsible. You can
access the Expert Tools by clicking on the corresponding icon on the Desktop of the PTS laptop.

Figure 18: Accessing the Expert Tools

The list that follows gives a short description of each tool.
Table 3: List of Expert Tools

Switches ON the VME Crate.
Switches OFF the VME Crate.
Copies the .log and .inf files of the last test to the USB key; it is useful in
case the USB key was not connected to the USB extender during the last
test run.
Creates a zip of all the .log and .inf files of the USB key.
Gives the possibility to run one of the CONV‐TTL‐BLO PTS tests, n times. Before
clicking on this tool, the VME Crate needs to be switched ON, with the VME ON
tool.
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